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The concept
Each moment millions of people are living their lives in completely different ways. In the Western world, the right to study, to get a
job, to get married to the person we love, is considered ‘normal’; while these things are happening everywhere in the world they are
felt as completely different experiences.
OneGirl is a documentary feature where we follow for one day four young girls each living in a different country but awoken by the
same dawn in the same time-zone: South Sudan, Romania, Palestine, Finland. Our girls are so different from one another and yet so
similar in their behaviors, intentions, desires and dreams.
With their innocence and spontaneity, children can show us our differences and similarities, portraying their inner beauty and
sometimes their tragedy. They teach us to be more sympathetic with “others” and give us a better understanding of our world.
The documentary explores the challenges teenage girls have to face: despite last years’ progress, inequality is still a big issue. We want
to tell their stories through an ordinary day.

Mariana, Romania

Sunday, South Sudan

Noura, Palestine

Oona, Finland

The documentary wants to show a truly comparable picture of girls’ life therefore we have followed the same criteria for each country
selected:
•

The girls are 12/13 years old, a transitional stage between childhood and adulthood.

•

Daughters of farmer or shepherd, universal jobs that we can find in any latitude.

•

Living in a rural village.

•

Living in the same Time-Zone. The idea that the girls are waking up at the same dawn is central to the concept.

The girls

Sunday,, South Sudan

Mariana, Romania

Noura, Palestine

Oona, Finland

Sunday lives in Isohe, near the
border with Uganda. After
decades of civil war her family
was completely crushed. Her
mother left for Juba, to cure
her impending blindness. Her
father served in the army
during the war and never
came back. Maria, her eldest
sister, takes care of Sunday
and the other siblings. Sunday
likes school, and spend her
day there or helping her sister
in the house chores Sunday
dreams to become a nun, like
the School Principal, Sister
Paskwina.

Mariana lives in Jina. Her
dream is to become a wedding
singer, and in the meanwhile
she rehearses choreographies
from pop videos on YouTube
with her friends. She is also
learning the family craft at the
farm and goes with her
mother to the countryside
where she helps look after the
cows. This is one of the few
moments when she can enjoy
her parents who work very
hard and have to stay away
for weeks to look after the
farm.

Noura, lives in the Sawahre
Bedouin Community, outside
Jerusalem. Despite the town
being visible in the distance, she
will never be able to visit and
lives isolated with her clan. The
construction of a big Israeli
settlement threatens to wipe out
her community. Her only contact
with the external world is when
she goes to school, a peaceful
oasis giving the illusion of a
normal life where girls are
prepared for their future in a
very efficient way. Her dream is
to become a hairdresser.

Oona lives with her parents and
younger brother near the Arctic
Circle in a house by a lake.
Despite the hostile environment
and the long nights, Ona has an
active and comfortable life.
Supported by her loving family,
she can take advantage of the
best the Western world can
offer. Her relationship with
nature is very strong: she loves
to feed the calves at her family’s
farm, play outdoor or bathing
with her family in the open-air
hot-tub. She doesn’t know what
she will do in her life, but she
surely wants to travel.

The painting

While searching for a possible English-speaking Voice Over for the documentary we came across Sarah, a young and talented artist,
and we asked her to paint the girls, so that could have them at least once together. During the editing process we decided to use
Sarah’s footage only for the opening and closing credits.

Director’s statement
The origin of the idea
While watching a short documentary for the World Food Programme, I was touched by an interview with a Tanzanian boy who had to walk two
hours to go to school. He could not concentrate during the lessons because he was starving. I was intrigued by the fact that at this very moment
millions of people live their life in utterly different ways. What we call "normal" in the Western world, like going to school, having a job and getting
married is not what happens in other parts of the world or at least not as we think it should. Our fascinating planet is much more diverse than we
can imagine.
I also thought that in the coziness of our Western world, we give everything for granted and think that the world is just as we know it. We easily
forget how lucky we are that we have the possibility to choose our destiny, while a lot of people, especially women, are not given this possibility at
all, and they must overcome huge obstacles to have a better life.
Showing one single day in the lives of few young girls was for me the simplest and immediate way to investigate this. Children’s behavior is not
fully filtered by beliefs and cultural constraints: they are more spontaneous, authentic, less inhibited when they express their hopes and dreams.
The writer Goethe once said: ‘One must ask children and birds how cherries and strawberries taste’.
The film also wants to celebrate the magic of the everyday little things. In a world where it seems that super-heroes and big dramas are the only
things to engage the audience, going back to the simple moments is felt statement.
Artistic Approach
As the clock ticks through the day, the characters’ stories unfold, alternating narrative "blocks", focusing on synchronicity and associations to
compare the different stories.
The juxtaposition of these parallel lives will enable the film’s themes to emerge: relationship with family, teachers and friends, education systems,
the challenges of growing up, aspirations and dreams.
The girls' stories will be told through a weave of real-time scenes and voice over narration.
I have pinpointed the most diverse Time-Zone and identified 4 countries: we have selected them based on diverse cultural background and
lifestyle, geographic location, language, variety and aesthetic quality of the landscape.
We have travelled with a small crew for cost optimization and to avoid as much as possible any interference with the community in which the
shooting was taking place. The film has been filmed in a fly-on-the-wall style to give the opportunity to experience the atmosphere and the
ongoing events of the day.

Festivals
•

Astra International Film Festival - Astra Junior - Romania 2018 - – Official Selection

•

Oulu International Children and Youth Festival - Finnish Competition - Finland 2018

•

Karelian Intl Film Festival of Youth - Russian Federation 2018 – Official Selection

•

Filmmakers International Film Festival of World Cinema – Europe 2018 - Winner Best Educational Film, Nominated for Best Documentary and
Best Documentary Director

•

Guangzhou International Documentary Festival - China 2018 - Semifinalist for Golden Kapok Award

•

Kids First! - USA 2018

•

Children's Film Festival Seattle - USA 2019 – Official Selection

•

The Impact DOC Awards - Usa 2019 - Nominated for Best Documentary

•

Festival International Filmes des Femmes - March 2019 France - Nominated for Le Grand Mirage

•

International Documentary Film Festival RushDoc - USA February 2019

•

Women of Wonder Film Fest - USA March 2019 – Official Selection

•

Reel2Real International Film Festival for Youth - Canada 2019 - Nominated for Best Film and Edith Lando Peace Priz

•

Portland Kids Film Festival - USA - March 2019 – Official Selection

•

The Seoul Guro International Kids Film Festival - South Korea 2019 – Official Selection

•

Coastline Children’s Film Festival - USA – 2019 – Official Selection

•

International Children’s Rights Film Festival - Turkey 2019 – Official Selection

•

Annual CPH Film Festival - Denmark 2019 - Nominated as Best Documentary

•

Leeds Young Film Festival - UK 2019 – Official Selection

•

Dumbo Film Festival – USA 2019 – In competition

•

Intl. Documentary Film Festival MasterDoc – USA 2019 – Winner Best Feature Documentary

•

Busan International Kids&Youth Film Festival – South Korea 2019 – Official Selection

•

Social World Film Festival – Italy 2019 – Semi-Finalist

•

Mediterraneo Video Festival – Italy 2019 – in Competition

•

Family Film Project – Portugal 2019 – Official Selection

•

Festival des Solidarités – France 2019 – Official Selection

•

Universal Kids Film Festival – Turkey 2019 – Official Selection

Key Creative Personnel
Writer/Director/Producer – Rosa Russo – www.rosarusso.com
Rosa is an award-winning producer and director. Her productions have been selected and awarded in the main film festivals around the world.
Credits as producer include: ‘Capo Nord (Spirit Award, Brooklyn IFF - Silver Star), ‘La Vita Degli Altri’, ‘Non Con Un Bang’ (Venice Film Festival),
‘Borges and I", ‘May I Kill U? (Silver Melies 2013), the documentaries ‘Dust’, ‘A Love Story in 4 1/2 Chapters’, ‘European Capitals’, ‘The
Underground of Rome’, ‘Bulaq’, ‘Merqana’. She is currently working at the documentary feature ‘Back to Berlin’ and the animated TV series
‘Secret Wings’. Her directorial debut documentary ‘Everyday But Sunday’ won the Unicef Award at OETI, Barcelona.
Producer – Debra Wootton
Debra holds a Bachelor Degree in Digital Animation and is an expert in new media, digital graphics and web design. In 2007, she established
Webra Multimedia based at Pinewood Studios and since then has produced corporate videos, animation and music promos as well as short
films: among them, ‘Mr. Plastimime’, ‘The Cause’ and ‘Stranger Danger’. At the moment she is working as Producer at the Animated TV
Series ‘Secret Wings’.
Co-Producer - Anca Puiu
Anca founded Mandragora in 2004, together with her husband Cristi Puiu. Mandragora became famous as and art cinema production
company in 2005 when Puiu's film, ‘The Death of Mr. Lazarescu’, won the Un Certain Regard award at Cannes, which opened the path for the
Romanian New Wave. She is now responsible for Mandragora production efforts, from successful features, such as Cristi Puiu's Aurora
(Cannes 2010), SIERANEVADA (Cannes 2016) or Marian Crisan's Morgen’ (Jury Prize - Locarno 2010), Rocker (San Sebastian 2012), to
documentaries, animation and TV-series.
Co-Producer - Gianfranco Isernia
Gianfranco holds a BA in Linguistics and Modern Literature from the University of Rome and graduated Director at The CSC, the Italian Film
School. He is a director and a producer and works in Italy and France. His directorial debut ‘The Invisible Collection’, (2001) has been selected
at The Palm Springs Festival (USA). In France he produced ‘Le Frère’, awarded in Clermont Ferrand (2010) and winner of SACD prize.
Co-Producer – Pasi Hakkio
Pasi HakkiO is a Finnish producer. After working for German Bavaria Fernsehproduktion in Sweden, he founded his own company
Visual Norden Ltd. in 2011. Visual Norden has produced films, theatre and events. Since 2016 Hakkio has worked as a producer at Pohjolafilmi Ltd. Hakkio´s works include documentaries "Wheels of Freedom" and "For one more moment". He has also co-produced films "Snow
Queen" and "One Girl".

Key Creative Personnel
Executive Producer/Writer – Paola Boncompagni
Paola is a Communication Consultant, Concept Creator and Coordinator of Communication Campaigns, which have been launched worldwide
and at national level. She is also a writer and freelance Journalist who specialises in humanitarian interest articles, books and video projects.
Paola has worked for ‘Colors’, Italian Cooperation, UNHCR, WFP, UNV and many other international organizations. Her articles have been
published in leading Italian newspapers and magazines. In 2002, she published her book "Refugees", supported by UNHCR with a preface by
Tibetan spiritual leader the Dalai Lama. She has also collaborated on many humanitarian documentaries.
Executive Producer – Cindy Dorfmann
Cindy (aka Pace) is an award -winning television producer/director/writer producing content for major networks including CBS, FOX, AMC,
DISCOVERY CHANNELS, DISCOVERY ID, A&E, THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL, BBC, FRANCE TELEVISION, HISTORY CHANNEL, HBO and
SHOWTIME. A New York native, Cindy obtained her Master’s Degree in Television and Film at Emerson College and then headed to LA to
pursue a career in filmmaking. She shot her first short film under the guidance of American History X producer John Hess and then quickly
became involved in feature film development for all major movie studios. She was involved in the development of several motion pictures
including Minority Report and the television series “Bones”. Cindy sold her first screenplay on spec to Sony pictures. In 2000, Cindy made
the jump from features to non-fiction television where she has produced and directed over 200 hours of television for all major networks
including such works as “My Uncle is the Green River Killer” for A&E, “The Real Story with Maria Elena Salinas” for Discovery ID, “Live Free or
Die” and “Mayan Blue” for the National Geographic Channel. She moved to Paris, France in 2008 and worked as a broadcast journalist for
France 24 and France O. In 2011, she moved to London and continued to produce and direct a variety of documentaries selling projects to
various networks in the UK and abroad. Currently she is the Executive Producer of “Making an Exoneree” a new true crime docu-series on
wrongful convictions in the US. Cindy is an active member of the Producers Guild of America, BAFTA and Women in Film
Executive Producer – Francesco Zibellini
Francesco comes from an international career in management of more than 20 years, working for big blue chip companies, in various
countries and in China. He covered Board Level positions in Marketing, Sales and Business Development in several countries, has managed
complex projects and diverse teams of hundreds of people, and has been responsible for budgets well above 1 billion US$. He lived and
worked in Italy, Switzerland, Spain, China and now in the UK.
Starting from 2010, he has been working as a free-lance consultant in strategic projects for several companies in Italy and Spain, and in
parallel, driven by his everlasting passion for cinema and storytelling, he joined the movie industry. He started as a writer, and initially he
worked in Italy with the renowned screenwriter Elvio Porta on several projects for RAI and as a script and story editor and marketing
consultant in Spain.
In the UK, where he resides since 5 years, Francesco participated in the development phase of the feature film Drone Boy by BAFTA winner
Start Urban, provided service production for the film Cruel Peter, and he more recently funded his own production company Blue Lions Films
where he is developing his own projects as well as advising on product placement and marketing for feature films.

Key Creative Personnel
Editor – Marzia Mete
Graduated in Film Studies with a Master in Social Development at Unicef and PHD at the Lelio Basso Foundation in Social Studeis. Graduated
at Centro Sperimentale di Cimematografia (National Film School). Since 1998 she has beedn working as editor for documentary and narrative
as well as director. Core teacher at the documentary film school Zelig in Bolzano. ‘The Way of a Warrior’ Nominated for GRImme as best
editor, and winner of the Prix special juty at Annecy, ‘War and Love in Kabul’ official selection at Berlinale, ‘Cast Lead’ winner of Locarno Film
Festival, Silvio, one of us’, nominated as best editor at IDFA. Her latest documentary ‘La corsa de l’Ora’ won 2018 Nastri d’Argento in Italy.
Cinematographer – Matteo Keffer
Matteo is an Italian-Swiss filmmaker born in 1986. After a BA degree in Film and Media Studies at University of Rome, he moved his first
steps behind the camera with the art collective Artcock, shooting music videos for MTV Italy and short experimental movies. His latest work
as director/cinematographer is Esami, award winning web sketch comedy about the oddities of Italian university recently screened by RAI4.
Cinematographer – Martina Cocco
Matteo is an Italian-Swiss filmmaker born in 1986. After a BA degree in Film and Media Studies at University of Rome, he moved his first
steps behind the camera with the art collective Artcock, shooting music videos for MTV Italy and short experimental movies. His latest work
as director/cinematographer is Esami, award winning web sketch comedy about the oddities of Italian university recently screened by RAI4.
Composer – Lucas Jordan
Born in Brazil, Lucas Jordan studied at the Zurich University of Arts, Switzerland (Flute: Matthias Ziegler and Philippe Racine | Composition:
Isabel Mundry and Andreas Nick) and the Royal Academy of Music, London (Flute: William Bennett and Samuel Coles).
An award-winning flutist and composer Lucas Jordan is recognised for his commitment towards innovative projects that aim to reconnect
music with society such as “Città Invisibili”, “d♯Gents | re:staging music” and “Wenn heute sich mit gestern vermischt” (2009 – 2011; with
support awarded by the “momento stiftung”). He is the artistic director of “das kurze festival” in Zurich, Switzerland and co-founder of the
Guainumbi Ensemble in London, UK. As a composer his music has been commissioned and performed in many countries in Europe, South
America and Asia. As a flutist he has performed in Europe and the Americas working closely with international musicians, dancers, actors and
important composers of today.

